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Invitation to write and Call for Papers and Chapters.

In the birthplace of democracy, in the 21st century there is a very real and active feeling that
the ethical and philosophical underpinnings of modernity are showing big gaps. Greece 
and Cyprus  are currently undergoing uncertainty and trauma and we would like to offer 
some solutions which we believe will help the people to get back on track and end the 
hardship they are experiencing at the moment. We have recently visited Athens the 
birthplace of democracy and philosophy and we find that people are expressing to us a very
real need for an ethic of belonging and a philosophical foundation for this Millenium. They 
miss the ethics and citizenship for the global village and experience it as the globalised 
village in a very negative way, even though some of todays' challenges are on a global level,
climate change, over population and pollution. 

We have  already produced a book on ethics  and a book  on the philosophical basis of the 
Green Movement and we were fascinated to find how very much people want us to do this 
project. This present book is about the potential for a Green Recovery of Greece and 
Cyprus  and it is the third part of this project which we have found very popular. People are
questioning the fundamentals of beliefs, of modernity of the twentieth century 
technological advances and also  internet and transport advances, as well as finding a 
mismatch in for example, energy investment in old and destructive technologies rather 
than what is needed in renewables.  Vested interests and power elites  are making  many 
people feel a sense of despair, alienation and deep distrust for public life. This is 
translating into fear and a lurch to the extreme right where it is not addressed. 
This book starts the exciting, but extremely timely and necessary project of constructing an
ethic and philosophical  Green basis the recovery of Greece and Cyprus for 21st and 22nd 
century imagination and feelings of belonging and brings together some of the most 
innovative thinkers on the planet to help guide us through towards more beneficial change.

We have therefore started to revisit the original philosophical texts and to re-examine what
they might teach us and to try to understand how they have shaped and coloured our paths
to where we have got to now. In some cases we might need to refashion our use of them 
and to build on 2000 years of ethics and philosophical debate, in order to meet the very 
challenging issues of our own times and to make public life more inclusive and benevolent. 
To prepare for the next two millenium of symbolic success and democracy in Greece and 
Cyprus as the beacon they have been for the past two millenia.  We regard the fate of 
Greece and Cyprus as a symbol of human achievement and find it imperative to ensure 
they get back to a comfortable and leading track.  We think the Green narrative can help 
them do this in a practical and philosophical way, although we are aware that no one can 
teach the Greeks about philosophy! But here in this book we will presume to make 
proposals to do exactly that- which will make for an exciting read!

  For the first time we are bringing our experience  and pooling our knowledge from our 



extensive, global and innovative network, together in one contributed volume  with leading
thinkers from the Green movement, active in creating an  implementation, campaigning  
and academic movement. The book is compiled by the global leaders in this field with a 
number of high profile specialists.
We invite our readers to participate in this reconstruction and renaissance of philosophy 
and to reexamine with us, proposed  foundations for the green recovery of Greece and 
Cyprus .

We are especially keen to receive papers on any aspect of green issues, or 
economic issues from any and all individual country/countries dealing with 
any themes to do with Greece, economy, policy, philosophy and green issues 
or written by people from Greece. We will accept sections, whole chapters, 
subsections and papers. We will accept papers in English or Greek, ideally 
some we will put in both languages. We will publish the book in English and 
in Greek versions.

 We will launch the book in March 2015   at  our 10th Annual Green Economics Institute 
Conference to be held  at Oxford University and also in Athens at a workshop in October 
2015 Therefore we would be pleased to receive abstracts, ideas, contributions, themes and 
papers as well as pictures,photos,  all before the middle of  March  2015 to allow time to 
edit, compile and publish the book.

We would be pleased to receive papers ready to put into our chapters on any of the above 
themes or ideas for them. 

Proposed Chapters and an invitation to write in any of the following themes or propose 
others:

Foreword Cyprus Woman of the Year 
Preface Rt Hon 

Introduction 

• Introduction: Preamble to the Crisis 2000-2009
Entry to the Euro 
National pride and spending 
Borrowing frenzy
  
• Unsustainable characteristics of the Greek Economy: The causes of the crisis
“Greece the Economy with an expiry date”
An Economy based on consumption 
Unsustainable borrowing
Unsustainable building – lessons from around Europe
Decline in Manufacturing 
Emphasis on highway construction 
Olympic Games 
                   Tourism – Cruises
                    Banking difficulties in Cyprus- people cant access their money which is removed
from them to the government.

    3 The crisis errupts:The haircut: a)  the course of the crisis and its timeline



b) Greece, the EU and the Euro 
        Greece runs out of money
         Greece raises the alarm – the EU, The IMF, the Trioka, the Prime Minister
         The appeal for credit, the 1st, 2nd and 3rd Memorandum and election 
          The haircut          
           Elections in Greece and the implications
           Papandreo and an economy of spending Referendum 
           Merkel and Sarkozy

4  Technocratic government and the democratic deficit. Government by Ministerial decree
     The roots of democracy in Greece
      Democracy and current malaise, “The best democracy money can buy- international 
privatisation of the state 
       

5 Elections and the far right : “A joke of a democracy”according to some 
    Elections and the scapegoating of immigrants and  foreign workers
     The far right- golden dawn a sad day for Greece and democracy 
     Racism, corruption and police in Greece 
     The by passing of parliament – no reason to exist -decisions  originated and made by the
Troika and implemented by Ministerial decree and simply voted yes or no by parliament
People and citizens enraged 

• Environmental issues and legislation
Solar: the rise of this dependable source
Fuel lignite and pollution 
Islands autonmous in oil
Mainland petroleum imported 
45% lignite 
10% hydro
15% renewables 
Natural gas

7 Green Technology and Green Jobs potential :Trade Unions and The Unemployment 
crisis

  8 Pollution
     Desperate people take to the hills and cut down the wood creating smog or use lignite 
and health costs alone is estimated at 1 ½ to 3billion euros per year 70-80% of people turn 
from oil to burning wood, price increase for heating oil .70 euro to 1.3 euro 50% increase in
fuel costs as crisis gets underway. Smog develop in Greek cities. Biomass burne. There is 
no labelling and no safety and no standardisation. Illegal logging takes place in the 
mountains as the tax on fuel bites. 
      People need oil for heating
      Car pollution 

      8 Poverty in the crisis and the increase in poverty and the effect on people

      9 Older people and the pensions crisis and welfare and the state 



       10 women and diversity and dissability

      11 biodiversity : sea productivity and land flora and fauna 

       12  climate change effects and sea level rise 
             Government activity  -COP etc
             Climate change effects- health, insects, sea level rise, vegetation, flooding 
             earth quakes, tsunami, tourism, skin cancer water availability HEP, fires 

    12 The inward investment of foreign money continues the crisis and shifts the power in 
the economy. Russians moves in to invest heavily in  Cyprus. 

       13 The Green Programme and Green Solutions for Recovery 
              The capacity of the Greek economy 
              Green Greek Institutes 

14 Conclusion 
          
             

 

                    

 If you are would like to write, please check with us, and let us know now by emailing 
greeneconomicsinstitute@yahoo.com or GEIBooksandjournal@yahoo.co.uk.  Due to time 
constraints please dont wait, email us now if you want to participate in this  project.

We welcome diverse contributions to this  book and we especially welcome  and help with 
contributions from new writers or other ideas. The writing can be anything from 2 sides A4
or more. Ideally between 2 sides and 10 sides each. We will mix academic, institutional, 
research, polemic, simple and more complex writing, political, policy makers, government 
academic, campaigning, institutional  and business styles of writing as this is much more 
exciting to read. Contributions can be of a practical, theoretical or philosophical or 
research, policy, implementation, case study, examples, best practice, or campaigning 
nature. 

Please ensure you give citations for  any items you have not written yourself and photos 
must all be attributed to who took them. References must be Harvard style- and we do not 
accept footnotes. Please ask for further information or guidance if you need it. Please 
ensure you do not infringe anyone else's copyright. All photos must be provided with the 
name of the originator and current owner and the title of the photo.

We look forward to hearing from you very soon and to your writing for this exciting 
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project. We are very happy to advise you about your possible contribution so do not 
hesitate to contact us.   or 00 44 ( 0)  7990 590463 from outside the Uk and 07990 590463
from inside the UK, ideally use email first greeneconomicsinstitute@gmail.com

Miriam Kennet (UK), Tasos Krommydas (Athens, Greece) and Michelle S Gale de Oliveira, 
(Brazil)Dr Demitri Drossos, (Pireas, Greece) Eleni Courea (Cambridge University and 
Cyprus)  Georgios Dulikakis (Greece and Sweden)  Editors

The Green Economics Institute 
greeneconomicsinstitute@yahoo.com
GEIBooksandjournal@yahoo.co.uk

Visit us on Facebook !
facebook.com/greeneconomics
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